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Earnings Quality and Dd  
 

Ocean Yield update September 20, 2018 
 

Ocean Yield announced that Reliance Industries is closing the field where the FPSO 

Dhirubhai-1 had been operating.  Extending the existing contract was always unlikely given 

the fee structure was above current market levels.  As we have pointed out, the vessel was 

not contributing much cash flow toward the dividend in recent years as Ocean Yield was 

prepaying the debt on the FPSO with its free cash flow.  We do not view this as an issue for 

the dividend, which the company has guaranteed twice this week in press releases.  At this 

point, the FPSO is debt-free and may likely have a couple months without work and could 

need to be moved.  Ocean Yield has already reserved $30 million for that cost, it boosted 

cash last quarter to $266 million, had nearly a full quarter’s cash flow from the FPSO in 

3Q18 accumulate which should be about $25 million more, it issued some debt last week 

and has untapped credit lines of $40 million.  This compares to a quarterly dividend of $30 

million.  We are not concerned about liquidity with the contract expiring or any cash 

payment to move the ship.   

 

There are multiple inquiries for a new contract for the FPSO according to management.  We 

would expect to hear something in 4Q18 about new work.  With the vessel debt free, any 

new contract would produce incremental cash flow.  New work for the FPSO is likely 

necessary for Ocean Yield to grow the dividend again.   

 

At this point, the stock yields approximately 9.5% and the company is adding more ships to 

generate cash flow growth.  Both the FPSO and the Connector vessels represent potential 

upside to additional charter backlog as they find new contract work.   

 

On September 20, several members of management announced they would buy 71,000 

additional shares of the company.  That will bring their total ownership to 1.9 million 

shares.  The purchases will come from treasury stock and the company will acquire 50,000 

shares in the open market.  This follows 25,000 shares purchased by board members in 

March and 5.5 million shares purchased by Aker Capital in February.   

 

 

 

September 20, 2018 
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Explanation of EQ Rating Scale 
 

6- "Exceptionally Strong" 

Indicates uncommonly conservative accounting policies to the point that revenue 

and earnings are essentially understated relative to the company's peers. 

Higher possibility of reporting positive earnings surprises 

5- "Strong" 

Indicates the company has no areas of concern with its reported results and we 

see very little risk of the company disappointing due to recent results being 

overstated from aggressive reporting in recent periods. 

4- "Acceptable" 

Indicates the company may have exhibited a minor “red flag”, but the severity of 

the issue is not yet a concern. Minimal risk of an earnings disappointment 

resulting from previous earnings or cash flow overstatement 

3- "Minor Concern" 

Indicates the company has exhibited either a larger number of or more serious 

warning signs than companies receiving a 4. The likelihood of an immediate 

earnings or cash flow disappointment is not considered to be high, but the signs 

mentioned deserve a higher degree of attention in the future. 

2- "Weak" 

Indicates the company’s recent reported results have benefitted materially from 

aggressive accounting. Follow up work should be performed to determine the 

nature and extent of the problem.  There is a possibility that upcoming results 

could disappoint as the impact of unsustainable benefits disappears. 

1- "Strong Concerns" 

Indicates that the company’s recent results are significantly overstated and that 

we view a disappointment in upcoming quarters is highly likely.  

 

 
In addition to the numerical rating, the EQ Review Rating may also include either a minus or plus sign. A minus 

sign indicates that our analysis shows the overall earnings quality of the company has worsened since the last 

review and there is a possibility the numerical rating will fall should the problem continue into the next quarter. 

Likewise, a positive sign indicates that the overall earnings quality is improving, and the company may see an 

upgrade in its numerical rating should the trend continue.  

 
Key Points to Understand About the EQ Score 

 

The EQ Review Rating is much more than a blind, quantitative scoring method. While we utilize proprietary 

adjustments, ratios and methods developed over decades of earnings quality analysis, the foundation of all of our 

analysis is reading recent SEC filings, press releases, conference call transcripts and in some cases, conversations 

with managements.  

 

The EQ Review Rating is not comparable to a traditional buy/sell rating. The Rating is intended to specifically 

convey the extent to which reported earnings may be over/understated. Fundamental factors such as forecasts 

for future growth, increasing competition, and valuation are not reflected in the rating. Therefore, a high score 

does not in itself indicate a company is a buy, but rather indicates that recent results are a good indication of the 

underlying earnings and cash generation capacity of the company. A low score (1-2) will likely result in us 

performing a more thorough review of fundamental factors to determine if the company warrants a full-blown 

sell recommendation. 
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Disclosure 

 
BTN Research is a research publication structured to provide analytical research to the financial community. 

Behind the Numbers, LLC is not rendering investment advice based on investment portfolios and is not registered 

as an investment adviser in any jurisdiction. Information included in this report is derived from many sources 

believed to be reliable (including SEC filings and other public records), but no representation is made that it is 

accurate or complete, or that errors, if discovered, will be corrected.  

 

The authors of this report have not audited the financial statements of the companies discussed and do not 

represent that they are serving as independent public accountants with respect to them. They have not audited 

the statements and therefore do not express an opinion on them. Other CPAs, unaffiliated with Mr. Middleswart, 

may or may not have audited the financial statements. The authors also have not conducted a thorough "review" 

of the financial statements as defined by standards established by the AICPA. 

 

This report is not intended, and shall not constitute, and nothing contained herein shall be construed as, an offer 

to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities referred to in this report, or a "BUY" or "SELL" 

recommendation. Rather, this research is intended to identify issues that investors should be aware of for them 

to assess their own opinion of positive or negative potential. 

 

Behind the Numbers, LLC, its employees, its affiliated entities, and the accounts managed by them may have a 

position in, and from time-to-time purchase or sell any of the securities mentioned in this report. Initial positions 

will not be taken by any of the aforementioned parties until after the report is distributed to clients, unless 

otherwise disclosed. It is possible that a position could be held by Behind the Numbers, LLC, its employees, its 

affiliated entities, and the accounts managed by them for stocks that are mentioned in an update, or a BTN 

Thursday Thoughts. 



 

 

 

 

 


